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The power of connection
How practicing connection will transform teamwork within your organisation

S A A K S H I  J O S H IJ O H N  D U F F Y



In this session, we will focus on 
social connection within a team that 
powers you through change.

WHAT TO EXPECT



Change
The only constant



Hates 
change

Loves 
change

SAAKSHI JD



Change is hard



Fear 
Of the unknown

Change is hard



Fear 
Of the unknown

Loss 
Of control

Change is hard



COMMON ORGANISATIONAL CHANGES

• Team members joining 

• Team members leaving  

• New managers  

• Pivots in strategy 

• Reorgs and restructures



83%
Understand the business benefit of change



83%
Higher likelihood of quitting



There is a human cost to 
change.
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WHAT NORMALLY HAPPENS

Wait Go back to work

Suffer alone Lose confidence 

Drawing inspired by Mollie West Duffy 



Connection
A true story



We wanted to be a different 
kind of team.

EARLY 2021



L ATE 2022



L ATE 2022



I know we’ll figure it out, as a 
team.

THE WISE JOHN DUFFY
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WHAT HAPPENED, INSTEAD

Experimented

Made it real.

Turned to the 
team 

Back to purpose 

Drawing inspired by Mollie West Duffy 



Learning 

Connection is the work.



BEING RESILIENT CAN FEEL 
IMPOSSIBLE ALONE BUT 
POSSIBLE TOGETHER.



Connection
Humans need it



CONNECTION WAS 
VOTED THE HIGHEST 

NEED FOR TEAMS



It always feels  
forced…

We just don’t 
have the time.

There are other 
priorities.



“Can we drop the connection stuff?”



“I wish we had more time for this.”



Connection
It improves the work



Connected teams show “better performance, more 
creativity, more efficiency and [ultimately drive] more 
revenue”. 
 
Westlund & Adam 2010; Ben Hador 2016; Sözbilir 2017

Is it worth it?



High-performing teams are “more authentic”, 
“give and receive appreciation more frequently”, 
“invest more time bonding over non-work 
things” and “communicate more frequently”. 

Ron Friedman, 5 things high performing teams do differently, HBR 2021

Is it worth it?



Is it worth it?
Connected teams are “more creative, 
more productive and more committed”. 
Team connection “boosts motivation and 
productivity”. 
 
The Great Resignation Insights Report, Airspeed, 2022



Is it worth it?
“People who feel more connected to each other 
have higher self-esteem, greater empathy, are 
more trusting and more co-operative”. 
 
Robert Waldinger and Marc Schulz, The Good Life: Lessons From the World’s Longest 
Scientific Study of Happiness



Is it worth it?

“Having social support from coworkers reduces stress, 
helps reduce burnout, improves efficiency and 
productivity, and increases employee engagement”. 
 
Marissa King, author of Social Chemistry: Decoding Patterns of Human Connection
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“When employees feel connected, outcomes like 
retention, collaboration, engagement and motivation 
flourish”. 
 
How much is human connection really worth?, Enboarder 2022
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Traits of connected team

More 
Motivated

Less 
Burnout

More 
Collaborative

More 
Innovative

More psychological 
Safety
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CONNECTION MAKES 
OUR WORK BETTER, AND 
EASIER.



Connection
How do you build it?



Offsite in Hawaii?

Another virtual 
happy hour?

Pizza party?



CONNECTION DOES NOT 
EXIST OUTSIDE OF THE 
WORK.





VULNERABILITY IS VULNERABILITY IS NOT 

DEEPLY PERSONAL REVEALING HOW YOU THINK

FORCED YOUR CHOICE



Vulnerability sounds like 

I think I may have jumped to the wrong conclusion. 

Things I may struggle with… 

I would really appreciate your advice on… 



CURIOSITY IS CURIOSITY IS NOT 

“WHY?" OPEN QUESTIONS

GENERIC SPECIFIC



Curiosity sounds like 

What’s an example of that? 

I’m curious to hear more about your experience. 

How, specifically, can I best support you?



TAKE THE TIME TO KNOW 
EACH OTHER AS HUMANS, 
NOT RESOURCES.



Every day moments 

Is the work 

It’s your job

Big bang events 

Outside the work 

It’s their job

FROM TO



BUILD CONNECTION 
THROUGH VULNERABILITY 
AND CURIOSITY.



Connection
Is a continual practice



Open questions 
Also feared as Icebreakers

Recognition 
It’s more than just thank you

Asking for help 
Normalise it 

Practice 
vulnerability 
and curiosity



GENERIC

STRESSFUL

When done poorly

AWKWARD



WHEN DONE WELL

Purposeful 
Reinforce a wider goal

Authentic 
Vulnerability and Curiosity

Reveals 
something 
Learn about the person



Open questions 
Also feared as Icebreakers

Recognition 
It’s more than just thank you

Asking for help 
Normalise it 

Practice 
vulnerability 
and curiosity



GENERIC

ASSUMED

When done poorly

CHECK BOX



WHEN DONE WELL

Public 
Shared publicly to celebrate as 
team and add further support

Specific 
Specifically why they were 
thankful

Role model 
By recognising teammates, it 
role models it for others and 
normalises it for your team.



Open questions 
Also feared as Icebreakers

Recognition 
It’s more than just thank you

Asking for help 
Normalise it 

Practice 
vulnerability 
and curiosity



OBLIGATORY

RUSHED

When done poorly

FORCED 



WHEN DONE WELL

Open and honest 
Practice vulnerability, 
acknowledge shortcomings

A conversation 
Practice curiosity and learn how 
to get the best from each other

Lived 
Helps design the type of team 
you will be, values, behaviours, 
actions
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Open and honest 
Practice vulnerability, 
acknowledge shortcomings

A conversation 
Practice curiosity and learn how 
to get the best from each other

Lived 
Helps design the type of team 
you will be, values, behaviours, 
actions





Open questions 
Practice authentic curiosity

Recognition 
Reinforce the team you want to be on

Asking for help 
Showcase vulnerability

Practice 
vulnerability 
and curiosity



Connection
Takeaways



 Summary

Connection builds resilience 
Which bolsters us through change and challenges, making it feel possible together

Connection improves our work 
More productive, more fun, more creative, safer and more innovative

Connection is a continual practice 
It’s not big-bang. It’s non-extraordinary moments practicing vulnerability and curiosity 



Thank you!

S A A K S H I  J O S H IJ O H N  D U F F Y



Questions?


